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1 Introduction

In this document we will try to write out some hints and ideas related to writing good code, about how to
structure code and how to solve a few specific problems, based on Python 3.5.

The points made here are by no means a reflection of anything other than our opinion, and they are based
on our experience with using Python for scientific purposes. As such, the validity of the points are clearly
debatable, they are subject to review and replacement, and they are not intended as a guide to how code
should be structured in order to have the project work approved or graded preferably, it is simply meant as a
guide to how you as a coder could go about wrinting code that is easy for you to understand while you work,
and when you show it to someone else, and when you go back to it after half a year of not touching it.

Following these guidelines, though, have proven helpful, and what we do know is that if you do not, somehow,
have a bit of a coherent strategy for how to approach a larger project, the chances of success dwindle, if only
because you as the coder no longer understand what your code is doing.

2 Golden Rule of Programming

Do not be afraid of long variable names, nor of comments!

OK, there are probably several, but one of the Golden Rules of Programming better be this one!

3 Installing Python

Our preferred way of getting a hold of Python, be it on a Ubuntu laptop, or some Windows workstation, or
perhaps a Mac, is to first install Anaconda from here: https://www.continuum.io/downloads. For your
OS, get the 3.x version (at the moment 3.6)1.

After installing this, we also get the PyCharm Community Edition IDE, from here: https://www.
jetbrains.com/pycharm/download/, simply because we like that IDE alot better than Spyder, that
comes stock with Anaconda.

Note, then, that it does not matter much what editor you use for your code, you can even go for vi for all
we care, but the PyCharm editor have several powerful tools implemented, that make managing the code as
simple as it can be.

1For all you Linux users, Python is already, strictly speaking, installed on your system, but downloading Anaconda is still a good
idea, since it makes sure you have all the latest libraries, such as Numpy and Scipy, and other important bits that might be missing
from your standard installation.
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4 Start Coding

With your Python interpreter set up, and your preferred IDE in which to write your code, the following is a
typical example of how one could start a new project, at least if we know they will require more than only a
few functions.

1 import FiberBundleModel_RandomAndPrint as FBM_RnP

2

3 if __name__ == "__main__":
4 Master_Flag = {
5 -1: 'TestSpace',
6 0: 'Random_and_Print'

7 }[0]
8

9 if Master_Flag == 'Random_and_Print':
10 FBM_RnP.main()

Code snippet 1: First few lines of a larger Python project, called FiberBundleModel Main.py

Line by line, this is what happens:

1: Import the module/file/library FiberBundleModel_RandomAndPrint , and tell Python, with the as clause that
you will forevermore refer to that module as FBM_RnP

3: This line does a check that reveals whether the call initially made to FiberBundleModel_Main was directly
to the function or was done through some import FiberBundleModel_Main by another function.

The importance of this check is a little bit cumbersome, but it suffices to say that if you want to do any
kind of multi–core processing on the Windows platform, it will not work without that check. Important
notice: multiprocessing is not at all mandatory for the project. we only added this because we always
write our own projects this way in case we want to do some multiprocessing later on.

4–6: These lines define a Python dictionary called Master_Flag , into which we immediately put the key/value
pairs -1 / 'TestSpace' , and 0 / 'Solve_and_plot_cable' .

7: By adding the square brackets right at the end of the dictionary definition, we can access the desired
key/value pair in that same call. This means that the variable Master_Flag is not actually a dictionary,
but only the string that comes out of from calling the key on this line.

9: Check if the Master_Flag is equal to the string 'Solve_and_plot_cable' . If it is, proceed with whatever is
written on line 10.

10: Go into the FBM_RnP module (which is just an alias for FiberBundleModel_RandomAndPrint ), and call the
function within that module named main() . Of course, in your own project solution, you will be required
to create your own FiberBundleModel_Something function to proceed with the numerical simulations relevant
to the task at hand.

4.1 Proceeding with this document

So, this was a very thorough, line–by–line explanation of what happened here. We will not explain everything
this slowly in the rest of the document.

We believe you have all used Python for some time, although for some of you that does not extend beyond
the introductory course in 1st grade, plus the first project in this course.

Hopefully, though, the knowledge we assume you have about the language does not surpass the knowledge
you actually do have, meaning that the level of our explanations is an appropriate one.
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4.2 How does the imported module look?

For any larger project, you absolutely must divide your code into several functions. A second, albeit not quite
as absolute, requirement is that you divide your code into modules, as this makes things easier to understand
later, and also easier to expand.

1 import FiberBundleModel_ModelParameters as FBM_MP

2 import numpy as np

3

4 def main(numberOfIterations, numberOfFibersHoldingTheCable):
5 thresholdExtensionOfFiber = FBM_MP.calculateThresholdExtensionOfFiberInSystem()
6

7 for i in range(numberOfIterations):
8 print(np.random.uniform(0, thresholdExtensionOfFiber, numberOfFibersHoldingTheCable))

Code snippet 2: Contents of the FBM RnP module

Quick line–by–line:

1–2: Import statements as discussed before.

Note that you can go as “deep” as you like with your import statements. Inside the FBM_MP there might
be another import statement at the top.

4: Definition of a function in the FBM_RnP called main() . There is no rule saying that the first function of
the module must be named main() , but it can be a convenient convention to call the “main” function
(that you would want to call from outside the module), well, main() .

Note that the function as defined takes two mandatory arguments. This means that the original call from
FiberBundleModel_Main (line 10 in code snippet 1), would have needed to read
FBM_RnP.main(numberOfIterations, numberOfFibersHoldingTheCable) , and somewhere on the preceding lines
(but below the if statement), the two parameters would have needed declaration.

5: Call the function calculateThresholdExtensionOfFiberInSystem() from within FBM_MP , and assign the re-
turned value to the variable thresholdExtensionOfFiber . More on that later.

6: Do whatever is inside the for block a number of times equal to numberOfIterations .

7: Print to screen the result from calling np.random.uniform() with the given parameters.

The result is an array of numberOfFibersHoldingTheCable numbers, drawn from a uniform distribution
between 0 and thresholdExtensionOfFiber .
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4.3 FiberBundleModel ModelParameters.py, and the module for constants

1 import FiberBundleModel_Constants as FBM_c

2 import numpy as np

3

4 def calculateThresholdExtensionOfFiberInSystem():
5 r_wire = 0.1 # Radius of the wire holding up the large cable, m

6 l_wire = 0.5 # Length of fibers/wires, m

7 crossSection_wire = np.pi * r_wire ** 2
8

9 E_wire = FBM_c.YOUNGS_MODULUS_WIRE_STEEL
10

11 kappa = E_wire * crossSection_wire / l_wire # Spring constant of the fibers/steel wires,

N/m↪→

12

13 yieldStrength = 250e6 # For steel, from Wikipedia, 250 - 2500 MPa

14 thresholdExtension = (yieldStrength * crossSection_wire / kappa)
15

16 return thresholdExtension

Code snippet 3: Contents of FBM MP

We will mention three things about the FBM_MP module lines:

4: The naming here is not main() , because this file is not intended to contain any large code, only small
pieces geared towards helping other functions, so it makes more sense to give all the functions in the
module more descriptive names.

9: The call here gets only a single variable out from FBM_c , rather than a function. That is perfectly fine.

16: Using the return statement tells Python that whatever follows the statement should be returned to
wherever the original call came from. This means that the variable thresholdExtension is returned to line
5 in FBM_RnP (code snippet 2).

The FBM_c module contains but a single line, and that line is only a single variable assignment. That is
perfectly fine, in the sense that Python eats it raw. Also, it is worth mentioning that naming constants of
different kinds in all caps is a pretty usual way of adding an extra level of cleanliness to your code.

1 YOUNGS_MODULUS_WIRE_STEEL = 200e9 # Reference value: 200 GPa for steel (from Wikipedia)

Code snippet 4: Contents of FBM c

5 Solve and Plot

OK, let’s step it up a bit. The following is an outline for how can go about defining a linear system, solve it,
and then plot the results, also taking into account the suggested change uncovered in FBM_RnP (code snippet
2):

We will start by modifying the FiberBundleModel_Main from before:
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1 import FiberBundleModel_RandomAndPrint as FBM_RnP

2 import FiberBundleModel_SolveAndPlot as FBM_SnP

3

4 if __name__ == "__main__":
5 Master_Flag = {
6 -1: 'TestSpace',
7 0: 'Random_and_Print',
8 1: 'Solve_and_Plot'

9 }[1]
10

11 if Master_Flag == 'Random_and_Print':
12 numberOfIterations = 10
13 numberOfFibersHoldingTheCable = 10
14 FBM_RnP.main(numberOfIterations, numberOfFibersHoldingTheCable)
15 elif Master_Flag == 'Solve_and_Plot':
16 FBM_SnP.main()

Code snippet 5: First few lines of a larger Python project, called FiberBundleModel Main.py

How, then, should the FBM_SnP module look like?
Since we will be doing maths, it’s safe to assume we’ll need Numpy. Since we will be doing plotting it is

safe to assume we’ll use MatPlotLib, and we will also use the previously defined constants and model properties
modules.

Note that the following snippet of code is not sufficient to plot the solution; it is missing lots of code, and
several important parameters are only referred to as strings saying what they are. But the snippet does show
how the code can be structured, and importantly, how to actually do the plotting.
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1 import FiberBundleModel_Constants as FBM_c

2 import FiberBundleModel_ModelParameters as FBM_MP

3 import numpy as np

4 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

5

6 def main():
7 """

8 Clearly, you will need some way of getting a hold of the model parameters. This can

ostensibly be done either here, in the main(), or perhaps in the individual functions that

define the matrix and vectors to be parsed to the solver.

↪→

↪→

9 """

10 N = # Some number telling Python how large your system is. It will surely relate to the

number of fibers in the model↪→

11

12 A = makeAMatrix(N)
13 u = makeRightHandSide(N)
14

15 # Solve the system to get the coefficients for the polynomial

16 x = np.linalg.solve(A, u)
17

18 # Plot the solution

19 plotSolution(x)
20

21

22 def makeAMartix(systemSize):
23 A = np.zeros((systemSize, systemSize))
24 """

25 Implement here the code that builds the matrix that the solver should work with.

26

27 Note that several more arguments than 'systemSize' might be needed for that code to work

28 """

29 return A

30

31

32 def makeRightHandSide(systemSize):
33 u = np.zeros(systemSize)
34 """

35 Here goes code that creates the right hand side of the linear problem. Also here there might

be more arguments necessary to define the desired vector.↪→

36 """

37 return u

38

39 def plotSolution(solutionVector):
40 # Initialize empty figures, with handles, names, sizes, background color and edge color

41 fig_solution = plt.figure("Some figure name", figsize=FBM_c.PLT_SIZE_WIDE,
facecolor=FBM_c.PLT_BG_COLOR, edgecolor=FBM_c.PLT_E_COLOR)↪→

42

43 # Initialize the individual subfigures

44 # The name "y" was chosen to not interfere with the fig_springs plot later on

45 ax_y = fig_solution.add_subplot(411) # Subfig for the solution, preparing a 4 row, 1 column

canvas, placing this axis in the first location/row↪→

46 ax_dy = fig_solution.add_subplot(412, sharex=ax_y) # Subfig for the first derivative, with

exactly the same x-axis as ax_y, in the second location/row↪→

Code snippet 6: Contents of FBM SnP
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47 ax_ddy = fig_solution.add_subplot(413, sharex=ax_y) # Subfig for the second derivative, with

exactly the same x-axis as ax_y↪→

48 ax_dddy = fig_solution.add_subplot(414, sharex=ax_y) # Subfig for the third derivative, with

exactly the same x-axis as ax_y↪→

49 ax_y.set_xlim(["some lower value", "some upper value"]) # Set the x-axis limits (and thus

those of all the other subplots in the figure)↪→

50

51 ax_dddy.set_xlabel("$\\xi - k$", fontsize=FBM_c.PLT_FNT_SIZE) # Set the x-label only on the

bottom figure↪→

52

53 ax_y.set_ylabel("$\eta$", fontsize=FBM_c.PLT_FNT_SIZE) # Set all the y-axis labels for the

function and its derivatives↪→

54 ax_dy.set_ylabel("$d\eta/dx$", fontsize=FBM_c.PLT_FNT_SIZE)
55 ax_ddy.set_ylabel("$dˆ2\eta/dxˆ2$", fontsize=FBM_c.PLT_FNT_SIZE)
56 ax_dddy.set_ylabel("$dˆ3\eta/dxˆ3$", fontsize=FBM_c.PLT_FNT_SIZE)
57

58 xi_minus_k = np.linspace(0.0, 1.0, 200) # Solution domain between springs, just as in eq.

(11)↪→

59

60 # draw all solutions

61 for k in range(numberOfSolutionIntervals):
62 # Solution polynomial, eq. (11)

63 eta = -(alpha/24)*xi_minus_k**4 + solutionVector["index of a_k"]*xi_minus_k**3 +
solutionVector["index of b_k"]*xi_minus_k**2 + solutionVector["index of

c_k"]*xi_minus_k + solutionVector["index of d_k"]
↪→

↪→

64

65 # Plot the cable location in both the spring and the cable plots (it's clear when

noticing the difference between ax_y and ax_eta↪→

66 ax_y.plot(xi_minus_k, eta, lw=2.0) # Remember here to take into account, somehow, that

the x-values in the plot command have to be shifted to account for all the individual

solution domains

↪→

↪→

67

68 """

69 Also plot the derivatives by calculating them, and then accessing the appropriate subplot

like so:↪→

70 """

71 ax_dy.plot("x-values", "derivative of eta")
72 ax_ddy.plot("x-values", "double derivative of eta")
73 ax_dddy.plot("x-values", "triple derivative of eta")
74

75 # Finally, OUTSIDE the for loop, make the figure appear on-screen:

76 plt.show()

Some important lines to understand:

12–16: Create the matrix and the RHS–vector, and pass the two, as shown, to the np.linalg.solve() function.
This produces the solution–vector x , that can then be passed to the plotting function.

23 & 33: A quite typical way of dealing with matrices when building them up, is to first define an empty (full of
zeros) matrix/vector, of a desired size, and then access the elements you want to change through some
loop. To create a N ×N matrix: np.zeros((N, N)) . To create a vector with N elements: np.zeros(N) .

45–48: The most powerful and flexible way of dealing with plots when using MatPlotLib, is to first create a figure,
and then populate the figure with axis objects. Then, the plotting commands (e.g. .plot() , .contour() ,
.matshow() , etc.) are invoked to populate the axes.
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61 & 66: In MatPlotLib, the default setting is to just keep putting plots into an axis object, every time that axis’s
.plot() method is called, and so, a loop with a plot on every iteration will populate the axis with loads
of lines/curves/etc.

76: The plt.show() command is not referred to a specific figure. It is rather a general call to MatPlotLib
that now, none of the existing axis objects will be accessed/modified, and the plots are to be shown on
screen.

In a Python program such as the one outlined here, the execution will pause on that line, and show the
plot(s). If there is code below the plt.show() command, then that code will only be run after all figure
windows have been closed.

6 Some Useful Functions, Notations and Such

Here, at the end, we would like to give a few examples of useful Python code, that you can employ during the
project.

Let’s say you have a large vector, from which you would like to access every 7th element, starting from index
3. An example for when this could be useful is if you have a vector with information about weather during every
day of the week, over an entire year, and you are interested only in the data pertaining to the Thursday’s of the
year (remember, Python is 0-indexed, meaning day number 4 is index number 3). Two ways are equivalent:

1 import numpy as np

2

3 weatherDataForEveryDayOfTheYear = np.random.random(365) # Pick 365 random floats between 0.0

and 1.0↪→

4

5 thursdayData = np.array([weatherDataForEveryDayOfTheYear[7*k + 3] for k in range(52)])
6 # index k refers to week number, and by jumping 7*k, you go through all the weeks, and then

adding 3 puts you on every Thursday↪→

7 print(thursdayData)
8

9 thursdayData = weatherDataForEveryDayOfTheYear[3::7]
10 # This means:

11 # From the weatherDataForEveryDayOfTheYear-vector, take every 7th element, starting from index

3, and store it in thursdayData↪→

12 print(thursdayData)

Code snippet 7: Short example showing list comprehension and slices

5: This line employs Python list comprehension, where the assignment and the looping is done on the same
line, by use of the method. Python sees this line, and recognises that all the stuff within the square
brackets should be interpreted as a list only after what is inside the brackets has been executed.

9: This is an example of what is called “slicing” a list/array, where you take out specific slices of the vector.

A function that is used very often is range("some number") . This function produces a list, through which
a for –loop can iterate, with elements from 0 to “some number”. The call range(3, 10) produces a list:
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] .

Sometimes, you will find yourself in a situation where you will need to do element–wise operations on two
vectors, say, element–wise division. There are two ways this is possible. Either, you can make sure that the
two vectors you are working with are Numpy arrays, which supports, directly, dividing one by the other, or if
you have at least one of the vectors implemented as a Python list, you can use the map() –function in Python:
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1 import numpy as np

2 from operator import truediv

3

4 a = np.random.randint(1, 10, size=5)
5 b = np.random.randint(1, 10, size=5)
6

7 print(a)
8 print(b)
9

10 print(a/b)
11 print(list(map(truediv, a, b)))

Code snippet 8: Example of how to use the map()–function in python

4–5: Draw 5 random integers between 1 and 10, and store them in “a” and “b”, respectively

11: The map() –function in Python takes the function, here truediv , and applies it to the arguments that
follow it (a and b in this case). What is returned is what is called an “iterable” in Python. In order to
directly access it and use it for other stuff than loops, you need to turn it into a list.

7 How to work with sparse matrices

For a physical system, such as the one described by the fiber bundle model, the resulting matrix turns out
very sparse, as in, it contains a very large number of zeros, and a very small number of non–zero elements.
For a small system (e.g. one with few fibers), the matrix can perfectly well be implemented in python as a
dense matrix, where we disregard that the zero–elements are “useless”. However, as the system size grows, the
memory requirements, and more importantly for modern machines, the calculation times involved in solving
the system, skyrocket. The solution to this issue, programatically, is to implement the matrix as what is called,
well, a sparse matrix.

There are several different formats one can use to define such a matrix2, and the two that seem the most
intuitive are the coo–matrix or a dok–matrix, where “coo” means “coordinate”, and “dok” means “dictionary
of keys”.

The following is an example of how to make a sparse dok–matrix:

1 from scipy import sparse

2

3 def make_dok_matrix(systemSize):
4 A_sparseDok = sparse.dok_matrix((systemSize, systemSize))
5

6 for index in range(systemSize):
7 A_sparseMatrix[index_i, index_j] = "some float or int value"

8

9 return A_sparseDok

Code snippet 9: How to define a sparse matrix with the dok matrix() function in scipy.

1: This line imports the relevant scipy module, in which the function needed to initialize a dok–matrix lies.

4: Initialize the matrix, so that one can populate it with the for –loop later on.

2Do a Google search for “scipy sparse matrix” to see a list of them.
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6–7: For some index named index_i , and some other index named index_j , assign the matrix element at this
location "some float or int value" .

7.1 Solving the sparse system

Once you have the sparse matrix, for example in the dok–format, you can solve the system like this:

1 from scipy import sparse

2 from scipy.sparse.linalg import spsolve

3

4

5 def main(u):
6 systemSize = 500
7 A_sparseDok = make_dok_matrix(systemSize)
8

9 x = spsolve(A_sparseDok.tocsc(), u)
10

11

12 def make_dok_matrix(systemSize):
13 A_sparseDok = sparse.dok_matrix((systemSize, systemSize))
14

15 for index in range(systemSize):
16 A_sparseMatrix[index_i, index_j] = "some float or int value"

17

18 return A_sparseDok

Code snippet 10: How to use the scipy spsolve() function

1–2: Import the necessary scipy functions.

7: Call the make_dok_matrix() function from before, in order to build the matrix defining the linear system
one wishes to solve.

9: Call the scipy spsolve() function with a “CSC” formatted version of the A_sparseDok matrix, and the
right–hand–side vector u , and assign the result of this to the vector x .

8 Closing Remarks

So, that’s it. We’ll keep adding things to this document as the project progresses, according to both feedback
from you (students) and feedback from the grown–ups (professors and TA’s), as well as things we, think should
be added, in a timely fashion.

We’ll also add a more result–oriented approach after a while, showing, for example, directly the effects of
different plotting commands and manipulations of axis objects.
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